Dark Heart, Heavy Soul (Konstantin Book 4)

An adversary from the past asks Konstantin Boryakov for a favour â€“ break into a facility
designed to protect ?200 million in cash and steal an item far more valuable. Theft, murder,
mayhem and a sprinkling of deception await himâ€¦ Read the novels Ken Bruen loves! All
Konstantin Boryakov wants is a quiet life. In Margate. But someone is looking for him,
someone whoâ€™ll do whatever they can to get the ex-KGB agentâ€™s attention. Enter
Violet, a woman with a penchant for throwing people who upset her out of windows. And
Campari. Reluctantly, Konstantin finds himself building a team to pull off a heist â€“
breaking into a high security cash deposit facility with a hot line to the police. But heâ€™s not
to take money, what heâ€™s after is a case, containing something apparently even more
precious than the ?200 million in notes thatâ€™s held behind razor wire defences. The first
member of Konstantinâ€™s team is testosterone loaded prison officer David Lockwood, a
man with debts to pay, and not to society. The pair break Sticky Mickey, a data mining expert,
out of prison. With the arrival of strong man Lawson the team is seemingly complete, but
when Lawson winds up dead, the result of an inconvenient accident, Konstantin is wary, even
more so when Lawsonâ€™s void is filled by the volatile Violet. Getting into the facility was
the easy step and Lawson just the first to die. Everyone connected with the heist, it seems, is a
target and Konstantin must go back to the beginning to find out whoâ€™s behind it all before
he winds up with a bullet in the heart. Konstantin Boryakov is done with the past, but
seemingly, itâ€™s not done with himâ€¦ Praise for Keith Nixonâ€™s Work â€˜Keith Nixon
is the new fresh voice we so desperately need in these days of dreadful Fifty shades of
blandness.â€™ Ken Bruen - Author of Blitz, London Boulevard & Priest â€˜Lean, mean and
gritty, with writing as sharp as a razor cut. Keith Nixon serves up a â€˜Konstantin
Kocktailâ€™, with equal parts Vodka to Vodka, thatll hit you just where its needed.â€™ Matt
Hilton - Author of the Joe Hunter thrillers â€˜Keith Nixon gets better with each new book.
Among a promising crop of new writers hes the one to watch. A rare and diverse talent who
has the ability to surprise and impress ... sometimes in the same sentence.â€™ Tony Black,
author of The Last Tiger and The Inglorious Dead â€˜Nixon writes hard-hitting fiction, with a
dash of humour, a cast of great characters, and a dollop of violence. Konstantin is a fantastic
creation.â€™ Luca Veste, author of Dead Gone and The Dying Place â€˜If you told me that
Konstantin put the K in KGB, I wouldnt even argue. This character is a badass of the highest
calibre.â€™ Gerard Brennan, author of Undercover â€˜Russian Roulette feels like Snatch
meets a steampunk Sherlock Holmes. Nixon continues the story of Russian-born Konstantin,
anti-hero for the modern age. Like Marlowe before him, Konstantin has a penchant for finding
trouble and an unflinching sense of morality to get him out of it.â€™ Joe Clifford, author of
Lamentation and Junkie Love â€˜Nixon delivers a series of hard-edged twists and turns that
will leave you reeling and turning the pages in what is an unforgettable story.â€™ Richard
Godwin, author of Meaningful Conversations and One Lost Summer â€˜Hardboiled action
and sharp, gritty humour. Highly recommended.â€™ Paul D. Brazill, author of Guns Of
Brixton and A Case Of Noir â€˜This is what noir is all about. Masterful, deadly and
powerful.â€™ Les Edgerton, author of The Rapist & The Bitch â€˜If you thought â€œThe
Fixâ€• was a blast of black comedy, you ainâ€™t seen nothing yet.â€™ Nick Quantrill, author
of The Late Greats â€˜Tight, punchy with a distinct voice.â€™ Crimesquad
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An adversary from the past asks Konstantin Boryakov for a favour â€“ break into . Keith
Nixon's Dark Heart, Heavy Soul is the best Konstantin Boryakov novel yet. An adversary from
the past asks Konstantin Boryakov for a favour - break into a facility designed to protect
million in cash and steal an item far more. Here we have his latest novel of mayhem and
mishaps on the Kent coast with his In his hands, Konstantin couldn't go out for a loaf of bread
without being and there is no shortage of mayhem in Dark Heart, Heavy Soul. Konstantin, the
book's Russian protagonist, is steamrollered into a job he Who to feel for? You can buy Dark
Heart, Heavy Soul from. Enter Violet, a woman with a penchant for throwing people who
upset her This is Keith Nixon's fourth book featuring ex-KGB agent Konstantin Boryakov.
What set Dark Heart, Heavy Soul apart from the prior books in the. Book 4 Full Online Do
you really need this ebook of Dark Heart Heavy Soul A With A Razor Sharp Edge Konstantin
Book 4 Full Online It takes me 15 hours.
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